Finance Domain Task Force

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – FIBO Updates and Status
    • Update on EDM Council FIBO plans
    • Motion noting unknowns in EDMC process and pausing ongoing works (except FTF Report)
    • v2 Automation, URI Alignment (FTF Report) unaffected
  – ISO 20022 Explainer
    • Financial industry messaging standard; ongoing semantics initiative
  – Definitions for key FinTech terms (e.g. FinTech)
    • To be voted on via email
  – with MARS PTF and BC-PSIG
    • DLT Ecosystems interoperability – RFI review and actions on responses
    • Tangle (IOTA node) Specification updated RFC draft review
    • Link Encrypted Transaction Steams (LETS) RFP (IOTA MAM)
    • Event Handler (provisional title) RFP (IOTA EEE)
    • IOTA / I3 demo of IoT / Mobility Applications
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – None

**Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – FIBO v2 FTF Report
  – Automation of FIBO v2 FTF and RTFs (Jira alignment, LaTeX Spec production)
  – URI Alignment for FIBO v2 (EDM Council / OMG URIs)

• **Liaisons**
  • OMG: FERM WG, Blockchain PSIG, MARS PTF, Gov DTF, AI PTF
  • OMG has formal liaison with ISO TC68 (Financial Services)
  • Informally: GLEIF, XBRL, BIAN etc.
  • EDM Council (via reciprocal membership arrangement)

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  • FIBO v2 FTF Report